Practically all of my early suspicions came into fruition as the semester progressed, and I startled myself with my ability to pick up subtle and seemingly insignificant interactions between team members. In this respect, I learned that a good facilitator must use qualitative data in the same way that one uses quantitative data. That is, one must be objective. This means learning to keep your own personal impressions from biasing the data. From my experience as an engineer, this is a hard thing to do, even when the data is quantitative in nature.
It might not seem like a big deal to some people, but I really sweated what to do. I remember waking up in the middle of the night, frightened by the thought of doing something wrong. In addition, I remember being very cautious and careful with everything that I said to the team during the last quarter. Perhaps I was being too cautious and careful, but I desperately wanted to "succeed." . . . I knew that if I failed, the team would lose an opportunity to get out of their performance rut, and I personally felt that I needed a "win" to boost my own ego and give me the confidence that I could lead a team through a difficult situation. In many respects, I felt that if I did not succeed, then one of my main reasons for attending Darden-a teamwork environment and foundational personal skills-would be thrown down the toilet, never to be learned or improved during my 2 years of education here. In other words, this intervention was a reallife "exam" that was very important to me.
-Managing Teams student, 2001 For the past 5 years, MBA students at the Darden Graduate School of Business have had a unique way of learning about team dynamics: They learn about teams by observing and mentoring an actual student team for a semester. Second-year students who enroll in managing teams (MT) become mentors to 1st-year learning teams (LTs). With course guidance and coaching, mentors provide support and counsel to the teams that they observe and get to know on a weekly basis. The work of these mentors, as intimated in the above quote from a student's final paper, can be exciting and scary. Not only do these 2nd-year students stand to benefit, but 1st-year students and LTs gain through the process. Because of the integrative construction of the course, benefits also accrue to the MBA program in which it unfolds. This article describes this course, its unique features, and the challenges that teaching such a course presents.
Genesis of the Course
At Darden, all 1st-year (FY) students at the beginning of their MBA experience are assigned to a learning team (LT)-a diverse group of five or six students. The intent of these teams is to provide a learning mechanism for students to prepare cases, get extra help and attention with the material, and have a smaller base of potential academic or personal support. These teams are not project based, and generally, there are no team deliverables. At their best, LTs become an academic and personal learning home for the student. At their worst, LTs can be a "hell on earth," having a disastrous effect on how students feel about their MBA experiences.
Despite the importance of teams within the Darden community, organized school-wide support over the years was rare. LTs struggled primarily on their own, fueled in part by the myth of what happens in a learning team experi-ence: Take a group of diverse individuals, put them in this black box called a learning team, and out comes superior performance, life long friendships, and ongoing personal support. Needless to say, the actual experiencing of the LT was not the myth. Though many LTs have had a good experience, not all did.
In the absence of any formal support mechanism, students who had been through the process took it on themselves to get the word out to newcomers. Second-year (SY) students knew how difficult, challenging, and yet rewarding the FY team experience could be. With the benefit of hindsight, many students have tips and learnings to share with FYs with the intent that future students may not make the same mistakes, a version of if only I knew then what I know now.
Therein was the opportunity, and it was from this context that the MT course was crafted. The course, therefore, was and is designed to be an interactive opportunity between FY and SY students, with the intent of enriching both groups as well as the MBA program. Our SY students have a structured course that gives them more extensive direction in helping teams and acknowledges through course credit the time and energy they are expected to devote. FYs have a dedicated SY who understands the trajectory, the development of teams, and the FY experiences within the program and, further, a SY who is receiving real-time guidance and coaching about team dynamics and other issues of program importance. In the end, by encouraging supportive personal and team relationships between FYs and SYs, the MBA program benefits them as well. Teams that have had little direct support in the past are now supported throughout their FY experience, and the SYs helping the teams do so from a perspective aligned to Darden's values. All this builds continuity and commitment to joint learning across the 2 years.
At its most basic, the design uses teams to teach about teams. SY students are put into a situation of being helpful to, guiding, and potentially coaching a team over which they have no direct authority or responsibility. Because they have a rare reflective glimpse from the outside in of the powerful process they experienced the previous year, they can learn how to learn from their experience and translate that learning into ongoing actions in the present.
Theoretical Underpinnings of the Design
Several design principles were used in creating this course. First, although there are many opportunities in MBA programs for students to learn about business principles and theoretical situations, opportunities to learn by doing are far less frequent. Certainly, the recent critique of Pfeffer and Fong (2002) attests to the lack of clinical training in management education and the lack of practice fields mentioned by Leavitt (1989) . I wanted this course to be a practice field in which students are coached and counseled as they learn.
Embedded in any practice field is the students' ability to reflect on their experience in a way that increases learning. Managers are not naturally reflective. Their learning orientations tend to be, on average, active experimentation and concrete experience (Kolb, 1976) . Doing and experimenting can drive out observing and reflecting. It is that art of "reflection in action," however, that management underuses (Schön, 1983) . Thus, my second design principle was to create a course that highlighted reflection in action, starting from the "learning past" that all students bring (Mezirow, 2000) .
Finally, and perhaps a more personal observation than theoretical principle, is my belief that our MBA students are woefully remiss at seeing. By seeing, I mean having an ability to observe process and to understand the link between what the theory says and what just happened, some would argue a component of critical thinking (Brookfield, 1987) . Seeing team processes and turning those observations into real-time actions is the earmark of a different kind of leader (Schwarz, 2002) :
The facilitative leader helps groups and individuals become more effective through building their capacity to reflect on and improve the way they work. LTs are the live case studies and their more or less predictable developmental challenges that drive the course content and layout. The course is a mix of team concepts and practical application designed to deliver team content and perspectives just in time. Experience with Darden LTs demonstrates that the best input is well-timed input-as close as possible to when the team needs such input. Thus, the course agenda is linked to LT challenges.
The course moves from putting the SY student experience last year into perspective (Week 1), to meeting the teams and getting a sense of their members (Week 2), to beginning systematic observations of the team during their 
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and teams, at the same time as the FY's have a similar class in their FY organizational behavior course. As another example, the classes on intervening with teams are scheduled to coincide with what has historically been the most difficult time in the FY schedule. At this time, the probability is highest that teams will experience some type of conflicts or incidents requiring direct help.
TYPICAL CLASS
The structure of each class meeting during the first 6 weeks of the course emphasizes the targeted discussion time teams and mentors should need. A typical class session would have 3 segments: Segment 1: Reconnaissance. This segment is short and targeted at information gathering, not discussion or analysis. Students are asked to provide a headline describing how their team is doing or what interesting, unusual, or humorous things happened to the team recently. The purpose of this opening is to give students a chance to raise and preview pressing team dilemmas they are experiencing, to learn if other teams or mentors are facing similar situations, or simply to tell a story about their team. This segment also allows me, as instructor, to get a sense of the status of the teams and the mentor's level of awareness of team issues.
Segment 2: Content Input. This segment, generally 30 minutes, offersthrough a lecturette and guided discussion format-structured content input. Students may get an MBTI refresher or review the stages of group development or learn about team roles. Whenever possible, self-test psychometric instruments are used to let students learn about themselves as they learn about the particular session's content. Through discussion, students are asked to provide examples of the theory in their current learning team or from their learning team last year. All this is structured to combine theory and practical application in real time. Each class has a detailed class plan (available on request). Segment 3: Open Team Discussion. This segment, which lasts for the remainder of the 85-minute class session, is devoted to any pressing questions or concerns mentors bring to the class. This segment is voluntary; students with burning issues can, if they choose, bring them forward to the class. Other students ask questions of their peers, make suggestions, and share relevant similar experiences. These discussions tend to be lively, informative, and immensely helpful to the student raising the issue. By coaching each other, mentors gain additional experience and practice taking others' perspectives as well. As the class progresses, this is also the segment in which students ask their peer, "So what happened with the situation you discussed last week?" The success of this segment challenges both students and instructor to create a trusting and open environment in which students can air their concerns and their actions confidentially, without evaluation or judgment. How this challenge is addressed will be discussed later in this article.
In the second half of the semester (mid-October through December), teams (and mentors) have settled down, and pressing issues for mentors are greatly reduced. This is the period of the course that emphasizes teams in the workplace through case studies, video clips, and experiential exercises. About three quarters of a typical class session is devoted to analyzing or discussing these materials; the other one quarter is still reserved for discussion of any team matters a mentor or a team is having. Students greatly appreciate the change of pace, as well as the opportunity to focus on team issues germane to their upcoming work life.
OBSERVATION AND REFLECTION PAPERS
The course requires weekly observations of the learning team and onepage write-ups of those observations. See Appendix A for the master assignment. These write-ups are not arbitrary but require synthesizing observations into a coherent picture of what happened in the teams during the time each mentor observed. Mentors learn to be objective and data driven, to develop hypotheses about why the team or its members are interacting as they do, and to watch for confirming or disconfirming data before reaching a conclusion. In some ways, this process is the direct opposite of their FY experience, which many students in the course report as "collect[ing] enough data to draw a conclusion in order to act." Sitting and observing without acting is one of our MBA students' most powerful learning experiences.
The course also requires reflection papers, which are guided thought papers on relevant aspects of the mentors'team experiences. See Appendix B for the master assignment. Darden's MBA program offers few opportunities, especially in the FY, for students to process experiences, link theory to action, fully digest ideas or concepts, or simply contemplate what it all means. This course is designed to make reflection and connection a major learning component. The reflection assignment is based on the assumption that the process of team observations and interactions will surface previous or current team experiences for the mentor. These papers are the tools through which the student can reflect on those connections or thoughts.
FEEDBACK FROM THE TEAMS
FY students and their LTs can receive valuable advice and counsel from mentors. Rarely, however, do the teams give organized feedback to the mentors. Thus, a new course feature was introduced last year. At midterm (midOctober), each FY team member was asked to provide feedback for their mentor about how that mentor was most helpful or unhelpful. A mechanism was created for collecting those data anonymously and confidentially and making them available to each individual student mentor in the course. All mentors received a composite set of general themes and trends reported by FY teams. Each individual mentor received the verbatim comments provided by his or her team. Mentors could see the overall tenor of comments and thus compare their teams'specific reactions to that more global picture. This additional feedback mechanism proved extremely valuable to the mentors. The information about how they were perceived helped them better understand what their team responded to and why, as well as what they might do differently. It also had the unanticipated benefit of reminding mentors to recognize just how meaningful some simple practices had been.
GRADING
There are three components of a final course grade, each of which is designed to reinforce one or more of the course learnings. The largest evaluation component, 50% of the grade, is represented by the observation and reflection papers. Observation papers are evaluated for their objectivity and thoroughness of observations, their demonstration of progress in learning observational skills, as well as the level of insight offered into the team. I generally offer 24-hour turnaround on these papers, so that my comments can be of benefit to the next team visit or interaction.
In the beginning, I find myself writing marginalia that includes comments such as, "Where is the evidence?" "What did you see or hear?" "What assumptions are you making?" and "Who said what when?" As a student seems to grasp the team dynamics, I may suggest, through the papers, activities for the mentor, such as looking for certain phenomena, offering to get together socially with the team, sharing specific observations with the team, or asking questions about certain team practices. All of these are intended to help the mentor progress in his or her awareness and relationship with the team.
Reflection papers are evaluated for their depth of thought and personalized insight into the team question explored. Better papers are more than a recount of a team experience; they explore a relevant team aspect in a very individualized and introspective manner. When looking at reflection papers, I often share the themes I sense are being expressed, ask questions about themes that might be missing, or share my thoughts or insights on a personal observation the student is making.
Commensurate of the course's interactive nature, class participation represents 25% of the final grade. Participation reaches beyond simply being in class or talking in class. I look for level of engagement with the course, the materials, the team, and the other mentors. Fully engaged mentors are actively committed to understanding their team's progress as well as their own involvement, and they are also committed to the learning of other mentors. Students willing to share their triumphs and missteps with teams or solicit real-time advice and counsel demonstrate the highest level of engagement.
Finally, 25% of the grade is accounted for by the final paper. In the spirit of creating an assignment that matches the variety of mentor experiences, this year's choices were three. The first choice was a single authored paper focused on "why your LT evolved as it did, and what you learned." The second choice, which could be done with a fellow mentor, was to produce a case and teaching note about a team experience. Mentors could turn an actual event that they observed with their team into a case or armchair a case based on their collective experiences. The third option was for groups of three or four students; their assignment was to create something that is meaningful to all team members in terms of bringing course learnings together, creates something useful, useable or connected to the team's course or a module on teams and requires the effort, creativity, and ingenuity of 4 people (i.e., cannot be done alone).
Students' Experience During the Course
Students take the course for one of two primary reasons: Either they had a terrific FY team experience and want to share that with others or their experience was downright awful and they want to insure that another team learns from their mistakes. The following student is typical:
I originally felt that being a mentor would fulfill my strong desire to provide very focused support and encouragement to FYs who are dealing with the tremendous upheaval that the FY Darden experience causes. After toiling through the same dark transformation and remembering my deep sense of despair and isolation at periods along the way, I wanted to be a concerned, connected presence.
What students need in the beginning is a perspective on their own experience as a first step in separating their experience from the experience of the learning team they will mentor. By rating their FY learning team and discussing the reasons for that rating, students begin to surface their embedded notions of an effective learning team.
How to meet one's team and introduce one's role is always challenging for students. Simply defining their role is difficult enough because they are neither completely detached observers nor actual team members. In between, there is a lot of discretion and ambiguity. Discussing alternative, so-called first-contact strategies, their respective pros and cons, and then settling on a course of action and doing it, consume several classes: I covered a few things:
· My background is in theatre. I worked in marketing this summer at Pfizer. Everyone had a good giggle about Viagra. People always do. · I'm not here to manage them and tell them what to do. I see my role as an observer, because when you're in the LT process, you don't have as much time to reflect. · I want to be a resource for them as a team and as individuals. · I asked them to introduce themselves, which they all did pretty succinctly.
They've clearly gotten good at the 10-second "who I am, where I came from" speech. My best student feedback is when student first contact holds no surprises. Said another student, "I can't believe they actually asked some of those questions you said they might." Once introductions are made, students begin the process of weekly visits to the teams. Sometimes they are surprised by what they see. Here is one student's experience:
I remember clearly my first meeting with LT #49 in Room 30 of Saunders Hall. Sponsors Hall was under construction so the team was forced to meet for its first few weeks in one of the smaller classrooms in the main building. In my mind, I imagined walking into a room to find the team huddled together diligently working on a problem. Instead I see a classroom with people dispersed throughout-separated by an aisle that would create a symbolic division throughout the semester.
Sometimes their LT does not seem to want to change. As she continued, I tend to blame myself when a situation does not go the way I want it to. Therefore, when I have thought often about LT #49, I have become frustrated with myself. Upon further exploration, however, I realize that I cannot control how people will feel about things, and I definitely cannot make people do things simply because I want them to. I so wanted my team to develop, to work well together, and to be motivated to help each other. At the end of the day, the members of Team #49 did not feel that way. Neither what I said to the group, how much energy I expended, nor the amount of food I brought to the team would change peoples' feelings about participating in a learning team.
Each week brings new and different challenges. There was the team that broke up one year in Week 4 of the program, leaving the mentor with no team to observe (I made him a mentor of mentors); the team that threw out a member unceremoniously on the 3rd day of the program (and the mentor who had to pick up the pieces with those left and the one dismissed); the team that opened up to a new member recently displaced by her team's dissolution ("I am so proud of my team," is how that mentor first informed the class of this event). And then there are the teams that just seem to chug along. As some mentors note, "my team keeps telling me they are going to stage a conflict just so I can have something to write about." Although team drama is tempting to focus on, there is lots of time and attention devoted to good teams remaining good or getting better, an even greater task for some students.
Intervening (when and how) is a topic that looms large for mentors. Mentors fear making a mistake, being the cause of more problems for the team, taking up precious team time when teams have so little, or distracting the team from their case business. We talk extensively in class about options and their consequences and examine the motives behind the desire of a mentor to say something or take action. Here are another student's thoughts:
When I wrote my first reflection paper, I hoped I would move along the continuum from being an observer to being an advisor and friend for the team. I think mentally I drew a line to prohibit me from "interfering" in the group dynamics. Treating them like fine china at first, I worried about influencing their development. Through our class discussions, I realized I was being timid and there wasn't much I could do that would hurt them as long as I had good intentions. However, the longer I held back, the harder it was to intervene and interact more closely with them. I think I finally picked the right moment to speak up and break the pattern of simply observing. For me, I have to be careful not to hold back too long in case it builds up to flood proportions.
When the pieces fall together, the learning is strong:
This semester, I learned how to join an existing group and manage expectations. Observing behavior and looking for patterns kept me from jumping to conclusions early on. Testing hypotheses by querying the group was a good way to validate my assumptions. By accentuating the positive, I developed a rapport with the members of the team which gave me the opportunity later to intervene and help them establish their next level of development. Our class meetings were like workshops filled with numerous teaching moments and personal insights. All of these experiences built my confidence and provided me with a solid foundation for future team interactions. This has been my most valuable class while at Darden.
Challenges Posed by This Course
The design and execution of the course pose a number of challenges. Some challenges have to do with the internal workings of the course; others are present because of the course's interdependence within a larger program. Regardless of origin, these challenges are worth noting. Fruitful ways to address some have been found; others remain as opportunities.
Challenge 1: Maintaining Confidentiality in a Small Town Environment
Our MBA program is like a small town; everyone knows everyone else's business, especially around business in the FY. The ability of the mentors to learn is contingent on their being able to honestly and completely air what is happening in the team to seek advice and counsel. They must be able to talk frankly, without evaluation, sometimes about specific individuals with particular interpersonal issues. Confidentiality is key. Nothing that is discussed in the course is to be discussed outside of the course context (meaning, in class or with other mentors). Students are free to talk to other teams'students, but informal conversations in which team business is mentioned in front of SY students not enrolled in the course or any FY students is strictly forbidden. To drive this point home, students sign a confidentiality agreement at the beginning of the course. Violation of that contract is grounds for failing the course.
During the class, mentioning a particular student by name (should an interpersonal or team conflict be at issue) is never appropriate. Conversations are phrased using situationally appropriate descriptors that maintain anonymity of any particular individual. Thus, conversations might start in ways such as "one of the men on the team," or "an international student," or simply, "a team member." As an instructor, I am also meticulous about erasing the boards and collecting any leftover handouts or distributed material. Although this may seem overly fastidious, I want students to understand that there are real people with real feelings behind the course. And I want to visibly practice what I am preaching. In addition, I do not discuss the particulars of what I am hearing or learning about any team with other faculty members or members of the administration. The course is not a conduit for team or student information to be spread to the rest of the faculty.
Challenge 2: Having More Teams Than Enrolled SY Students
Generally, there are more FY LTs than potential mentors taking the MT course. Because of our inability to guarantee a mentor to each LT, several other mechanisms have been instituted to aid those teams not randomly assigned a mentor. First, a buddy system was created as part of the course itself. Given the demands on any one mentor, suggesting that mentors carry more than one team is not reasonable. However, those mentors in the course who wish to buddy up to another team are encouraged to do that. Several times throughout the course, the mentors have the opportunity to present exercises or diagnostics to the teams, such as MBTI or Belbin team roles. These sessions, conducted with the mentor's official learning team and their buddy team, let the mentors review certain instruments or concepts in the context of the particular LTs and their issues.
The buddy system is not without its difficulties. Although teams do not feel second class if they do not have a mentor (a by-product of the expectations set at the beginning of the term), sometimes, teams without mentors wish they had a mentor when problems develop. Although they might have a buddy, the reality is that the mentor's first commitment is to his or her selected team.
The position of LT director, therefore, offers a second avenue for providing team assistance. The faculty member who holds this position is charged with being a resource and counselor to all LTs. That faculty member is available throughout the year, in conjunction with our student affairs office, to provide advice and counsel to teams or individual team members. This individual also works directly with the FY program to schedule and administer two class sessions within the first 2 months of the FY program devoted to learning team issues and best practice.
Currently, the LT director and the instructor in managing teams are one and the same. This has decided advantages, not the least of which is the systematic knowledge of a small group of teams and the wisdom of in-depth team contact during the last 5 years. Should the LT director not be the MT instructor, a high degree of coordination would be necessary to insure that similar messages are given and strategies followed.
Challenge 3: Avoiding Teams Feeling Like Guinea Pigs
With mentors coming in once a week and observing, teams quickly can feel like guinea pigs in a science experiment. Therefore, having mentors set expectations about their role and their behavior becomes crucial. Mentors are encouraged to establish a relationship not only with the team but also with each individual on the team. Once team members get to know a mentor personally, their feelings of being watched or examined dissipate. The informal conversations that ensue go a long way in building trust and comfort between all involved. Said one mentor, "When I missed an observation because of an unplanned interview, my team sought me out to see if I was okay. This is the same team who on my first visit was not sure they wanted a mentor."
If the mentor offers something to the team early on in terms of feedback, the team feels like the mentor's observation time was not a one-sided investment. Any early feedback to the team must be carefully phrased-always positive and always behavioral. Thus, for example, students are encouraged to describe behaviors or interactions they saw that were helpful. For example, "I noticed several times that the team stopped to ask if everyone understood"; or "lots of people participated around Question 1"; or "When I came in, everyone was ready to go on time." Simple observations about behavior leave the team feeling as though they received some value as well. A mentor once told the story of telling her team that some folks appeared relatively silent against some other talkative members. The team seemed surprised but later emailed her that her comment had created quite a conversation-and a good one for the team.
Challenge 4: Helping Students Adjust to Role Ambiguity and Decisional Uncertainty
There is much about the role of mentor that is ambiguous. Despite the desires of many of the mentors, what it means to be a mentor cannot be reduced to a formal or standardized job description. Mentors are more than detached observers, yet they most certainly are not actual team members. However, in between is a continuum of levels of involvement, interest, and activity. Just how involved mentors become with their team (casual acquaintance, friendly colleague, or best friend), how committed they are to the team, and how invested they want to be in what happens to the team or its members are issues all deeply embedded in a mentor's motivations, strengths, and personal uncertainties. This is where the course becomes quite managerially real.
Much about the role of mentor, as well as the relationship that the mentor creates with the team, is dependent on mentors themselves. There are common team concepts and accepted principles for interpersonal interactions, but how those become incorporated into an individual's style and persona are very personalized decisions. Just last year at the end of the course, one mentor shared this observation: "I realized that my interactions with the team are just like other relationships in cases where I have been assigned. I thought it was the team making the relationship difficult, but it was really me all along." Yet, another mentor commented, "I tried very hard to be the kind of mentor I wish I had had-involved, caring, interested, a real friend." If receptive to their mentoring experiences, mentors stand to learn much about their own needs and motivations.
Sometimes, the challenge is not in the mentor, but with the team itself. The mentor may be ready and willing to be active and involved, to give feedback and share best practice, or to be a best friend to all on the team. Yet what the mentor finds is a team that wishes to figure things out on its own or perhaps not engage in many social activities. This situation proves to be an interesting lesson in adjusting one's managerial style and preferences to the needs and wants of actual individuals on the team. The challenge to the course is constantly encouraging the mentor to examine and reflect on their role in crafting their relationship with the team:
Initially, I thought the end of the first quarter was giving me the opportunity to assess if I am achieving my objectives as a mentor. However, I have learned that I missed a critical element in setting my objectives. I did not include my learning team in setting my objectives as their mentor. As a seeker of insights, this is a major "Eureka" for me. You can decide what kind of mentor you would like to be in isolation, but for the mentoring relationship to be truly effective, both parties must agree on what they both want out of the relationship.
Challenge 5: Countering a Typical MBA Pattern
For the most part, our students are proactive, go-getter types of individuals who want to make a positive difference. Case after case in the FY program reinforces this orientation. Students are encouraged to look for the issues or problems in the situation and, as action-oriented graduates, decide on a proactive strategy for addressing those issues or problems. Although all these steps can come quickly in a class discussion, reality is a bit different. Mentors quickly learn that problems with actual teams are not always cut and dried, easily dissected, or completely understandable, especially when human behavior is concerned. A first conclusion might just be incorrect. Jumping too soon to action can actually create more problems than taking no action at all.
Encouraging students to watch for a while, see what develops, and really be sure their conclusions are grounded in data, and not inferences based on their own point of view, is a difficult challenge. Several years ago, a female mentor was up in arms because a male team member never looked at her directly, nor did she observe him responding "appropriately" to the other female members of the team. She was sure this "chauvinistic behavior" needed to be addressed. She was going to march in and take care of it. Fortunately, as she would later attest, she listened to the advice of the class to ask some questions and collect more data. She learned that the team was much less bothered than she was. In fact, she learned that the student's behavior was very culturally driven, which the team had sensed. The student was not aware of his impact and the team was waiting for a time to make some suggestions.
The nature of the observation papers and instructor comments, open class discussions, and theory all help mentors learn just how to better see, infer, and then conclude. Learning patience is an even better help. Students struggle with simply observing. They want to do something, say something, especially if the teams do things that mentors know by experience is problematic, such as fall into a classic computational trap of the case or fail to acknowledge the team member who has the right answer or continually allow one member to dominate the group. Supporting a mentor's neutrality and restraint (while observing) is my task. Helping them to decide when to step in is my other task.
Challenge 6: Teaching an Autonomous yet Program-Interdependent Course
Most SY electives are stand-alone classes; what happens in that elective is totally dependent on the instructor and his or her design and professional focus. The MTs course is a different elective. It is interdependent with an MBA program. Although the content and learning is independent, the fact that it touches a core element of Darden's MBA program makes it interdependent. This interdependence poses additional challenges. As the instructor, for example, I need to have answers to questions about program decisions, course happenings, high-profile cases, and anything else that could affect a team in some way. And my answers must be consistent with the central messages of the program. For example, if mentors ask how the LTs were put together, I must understand that process and provide the same answer as if they asked our student affairs officer, who takes on that task. If mentors ask what FYs are learning in a particular course or how teams will be used in an upcoming marketing simulation, I need to have that information ready. Therefore, being fully aware of the various program activities and keeping mentors informed about FY matters that might affect the teams requires significant reconnaissance and high degrees of coordination on my part, as the instructor.
Another, more sensitive issue created by the course's interdependence is connected to other faculty colleagues and their concern for Darden's values. Because of its connection to the MBA program, some faculty have worried and, I dare say, still worry about the course negatively affecting the LTs. Is the course permitting students to act in deleterious or inappropriate ways on the teams? Are the mentors giving wrong messages to the teams? Just what are mentors doing to the teams? Perception is reality, and often, the perceptions of some colleagues, though not necessarily accurate, remain as their truth. The fact that the course allows no visitors or outsiders makes firsthand knowledge problematic.
Addressing the ongoing challenges of interdependence comes down to time and trust. During the 5 years the course has been taught, a positive track record emerges. The buzz about the course is positive; it is attracting students willing to make the commitment to learn, and more teams get more support than they otherwise would. There have been no reports that a team has been adversely impacted. Each offering of the course adds to an external trust bank around the course objectives, how those objectives are being met through the course design, and the degree to which LTs are benefiting.
Adaptable Features
Considering that many MBA students will soon enter team-based management roles that will be dependent on them to create, this course is, at a most basic level, a preview of what is coming. Certainly, Darden's FY MBA program structure, anchored by LTs, offers a unique backdrop for the development of this course. However, embedded within the course design are five features, any of which are adaptable into other teams courses.
USING EXISTING PROJECT TEAMS FOR LEARNING FROM THE OUTSIDE IN
Although some courses on teams may create a team experience for students as part of the course, MTs access teams in a work-like setting. Using extant project teams or study groups offers a rare learning opportunity for students to watch a team unfold in a stressful and fast-paced environment. Students are most often encouraged to process the team interactions from within-that is, as participants-and thus learn about teams from that team membership. What mentors learn is just how much learning is available when they look from the outside in. Mentors develop a sharper eye with regard to team process, which was gained by the combination of their previous experience and their observations from outside the team. Watching a team evolve, especially one that looks and feels familiar, is a great learning venue, in part because the pressure of membership is not impeding seeing what is really transpiring. Finding ways to use existing teams in different ways might open up new learning opportunities.
HAVING ACCESS TO IMMEDIATE SITUATIONAL FEEDBACK BETWEEN ACTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES
One benefit of watching a team evolve is the opportunity to see how actions taken have immediate and discernible consequences. Mentors can see the impact-or lack of impact-of team member's words, actions, or interactions. Over time, mentors begin to connect those behaviors to team norms that become dominant, interaction patterns that emerge, or strategies that ensue within the group.
Mentors can also "see" the impact of their behaviors on the team's response or wonder about themselves and the effectiveness of their interactions. This course creates the live case study and opportunities throughout to reflect on and the opportunities to learn from what is seen and surmised. As managers, these students will be in positions where they have to build relationships with teams and be called on to coach teams toward increased effec-tiveness. They will be in positions where their actions will have consequences. Finding ways to increase the ways students can see the impact before they do opens up another learning opportunity.
LEVERAGING REAL-TIME PROCESSING OF A SIGNIFICANT EVENT
The FY learning team experience is a significant part of Darden's FY experience. Spending several hours five times per week with the same group of students for most, if not all, of the FY is not insignificant. Students engage in the process of being a LT member (e.g., prepare cases or attend learning team meetings) but rarely, if at all, have the chance to put that experience in perspective. Through watching another learning team develop, mentors cannot help but reflect on and process this significant life experience. Consistently, end-of-the-year feedback includes statements such as, "I learned more about process and what happened on my team last year than anything else."
Actively building into a teams course-or any course, for that matter-the structured time to reflect on one's own real-time interactions provides an invaluable window into managerial preference. MBA students do not naturally consider reflection and self-insight part of their managerial training. Sometimes, reflection time and the potential connections have to be encouraged, legitimized, and sometimes coaxed. What the MT course has been able to do is to leverage what seems to be already happening through the mentor's experience. Finding ways to facilitate introspection and reflection more naturally is another learning opportunity.
CREATING PRACTICE FIELDS FOR DOING
As mentors get to know their teams and build relationships, they are often called on by their team to assist the team through difficult times or to merely help the team improve performance. As a result, students in the course spend much time discussing "what-to-do-if" situations and often are called on to put these lessons into practice sooner than expected. Similar to the student in the opening quote, intervening with a team is a significant experience. The abilities required to help teams thrive are important leadership skills (McCall, 1998; Schwarz, 2002) .
Many students never have the opportunity to try out behaviors or behavioral techniques in a safe learning environment. Finding ways to encourage experimentation and "learning to do" can bring to management education that quality that has been the focus of recent criticisms (Pfeffer & Fong, 2002) .
ESTABLISHING MEANINGFUL CONNECTIVITY
Feedback in student surveys at Darden consistently mentions the lack of opportunities for FYs and SYs to interact. This course, through its design, creates a partnership between SYs and FYs, many of which have continued once the course is completed. Recently, one mentor from the class of 2001 returned for commencement in 2002 to see her team graduate! Although small in scope, the course offers a secondary benefit to the MBA program as a whole. A number of students are attracted to the course for this very reason. The dynamics of partnership between individuals and teams offer small glimpses into the mind-set needed for partnering in companies today as well (Spekman & Isabella, 2000) .
Thinking of one's course as a vehicle for bringing together students, and therefore, ultimately benefiting a larger MBA program, is often not a core principle of course design. However, a team's course is a natural for creating those kinds of synergies.
Instructor Retrospective
Designing, developing, and teaching MTs has been a rewarding and truly learning experience for me. The course is both intellectually and psychologically demanding. Intellectual demand comes from my constant attempts to identify and use the teachable moments, to be up on the latest literature, and to translate concepts in a way that our MBA students will hear as relevant and important. Balancing where the students are in their development with what the teams need for their development and what the program is demanding requires a kind of mental gymnastics and agility. Honestly, some days are better than others.
The psychologically demanding aspect of the course is tougher. Having taken graduate teams courses in a past life, I have firsthand experience with the detrimental effects of a poor instructor. Many years ago, I vowed never to create the kind of experience that might be potentially harmful. Thus, I try to wait for the teachable moments (times when students seem naturally receptive), and get to know students and how they react so I can position my feedback to them. If I do not live up to my own extremely high standards, I have to manage my own feelings and reactions, not an insignificant activity. I am my own worst critic. Therefore, I value those colleagues I can turn to for my own mental clarification and honest feedback. All this is to say that I work very, very hard at being a good MT's teacher. Although much of this work is reflectively invisible, the stakes make it worth it. Students are learning facilitation in part from watching me facilitate them. They are learning how to mentor by how I mentor them. They are learning about teams and process through my lenses, which I must keep very clean and transparent. At the very least, I have to own, and do own, my own biases.
Of course, those students who hit my hot buttons are the most challenging. I have learned to identify what my issues are and what sets me off. I try to recognize those before they trigger a reaction. I have also learned some coping strategies, such as considering the situation overnight before pressing the email send button, taking a deep breath during a few seconds of silence before responding, asking a question for more information, turning to another student for his or her reaction, using humor if appropriate, or suggesting the topic be best discussed outside of class.
Not all instructors may be ready or equipped to teach this kind of a course. It takes interpersonal savvy, emotional intelligence, a comfort with selfexploration and questioning, a repertoire of repair strategies if things do not go as planned, as well as having one's learning and mistakes available to the students themselves. Team teaching may be an option, as it would provide multiple models of interaction and an escape valve if one instructor is in trouble. On the other hand, other team teaching experiences suggest that team teaching this course can also cause confusion for students if they receive conflicting comments or advice. Although high degrees of coordination, interinstructor communication, and feedback can reduce competing suggestions, that level of demand creates even more instructor stress and may introduce an instructor-to-instructor level of interaction requiring even greater emotional intelligence and attention.
Not all students are ready for this course either. With an open enrollment policy, I have never vetoed a student, but from preregistration, the word is out about why not to take this course. Efforts to dissuade students from taking the course have proven very effective, as has my insistence on what effective participation in the course means in terms of my expectations. Students who see an easy course or easy three credits, who believe meeting once a week equals limited work, or who think the course involves just sitting around and shooting the bull do not enroll. The best recruiters and self-appointed selection committees for the course are the mentors themselves, who share with students the realistic demands of the course.
In actuality, A-quality mentors are easily distinguishable from the B-quality mentors. In terms of the course evaluation, A mentors demonstrate consistent engagement in all aspects:
· Detailed observation papers that indicate the mentor actually observed actual dynamics, attended to them, and did so for an extended period of time. There is a level of superficiality and generality in papers where mentors may have just popped in. · Observation papers that improve over time, as the mentor moves from data to interferences to conclusions. These papers leave one feeling as if they were present in the group, seeing and feeling what the group was experiencing. Such papers also begin to speculate on what may happen, not just on what did happen. · Reflection papers that make a genuine and honest attempt to discuss a personal, timely team issue. The better papers make connections between what happened in class, in the team, as a result of a reading and an experience the mentor has had. · Class participation that demonstrates a real interest in giving and receiving help. Such mentors are willing to bring forth their difficult issues, ask advice, and sometimes display their not-so-helpful practices. In the end, they seek out such feedback and readily volunteer their experiences as learning times for others. · Final project work that reveals a level of mindful thought given to the course and the team evolution. Papers that just provide sweeping generalizations without the underpinnings of considered reflection are not strong final projects.
Although I do not grade students on their direct interactions with their teams, the quality of mentors' interactions does seem correlated with what they write, how they expresses themselves, and the manner in which they portray their experiences in class. In the end, my final confirmation comes the following year, when the new MT students talk about their experiences with their mentors. I have learned as a result of this feedback that my A mentors were indeed that and that my B-or, on rare occasions, C-mentors did not slip through the cracks.
Conclusion
Every year, the MT course is a little different. Changes in our FY program or feedback from past MT students become reflected in the upcoming teams' curriculum. For example, as a result of student feedback this year, I will be instituting an additional midterm mentor assessment next year. In addition to LTs providing feedback to their mentor, mentors asked me for my feedback on the enactment of their role through a 15-to 20-minute individualized coaching session with each of them.
In a final paper, one student this year wrote, All in all, what I'm most proud of is what I learned about myself. My only regret is that I haven't yet been able to share much of this with my team. I'll do that in January.
After five iterations, I have learned that each semester's end is not really an end, but a beginning. Having students excited to extend their learning to others, especially outside of the course parameters, means they have attained more knowledge and wisdom than just conceptual content. And next year, should one of the members of that learning team take the course, that student will bring her mentor's learnings as part of her learning backdrop. The learning cycle begins for one where it ended for another.
What I have presented in this article is one window in the life of this course, its current new beginning. My hope is that this design and these observations and learnings prompt meaningful and interesting ideas for others. and what you do not) and developing the ability to describe (not evaluate) those observations is an extremely important team management tool. The purpose of this assignment is to allow each of you to experience and practice the skill of carefully and robustly observing and describing. An additional benefit is the window into the team's development (not to mention your own development as an observer) that you will have chronicled.
Appendix
The Assignment
In one page, describe what happened in your learning team. Try to create a description that will allow a naive reader (your instructor) to have a feel for the dynamics in the group. You must visit your team to have the detailed observations from which your learning can occur. Stopping a team member in the hall to relate what happens and writing that up is not acceptable.
We consider this assignment to be confidential, so if you need to use names, do so with confidence. Only the instructor (plus you, the author) will have access to these assignments.
Length
Maximum one page, single-spaced, 12-point font, 1-inch margins. Having this assignment be one page is not arbitrary. By keeping it short, you will learn how to get to the heart of your observations and how to conceptualize those observations in a meaningful way. We will provide lots of feedback and tips as you move along.
Due Date
Papers are due, via e-mail, before or in class as scheduled on the syllabus, generally every week.
Appendix B Reflective Paper Assignment Assignment Rationale
Taking the time to reflect on what is happening, what you have seen or done, and what it might mean is perhaps the most critical step in any learning process. Reflection is about first stepping back and letting things settle and then beginning to put the pieces together in a way that creates new understanding. Although this course presents you with specific data about a learning team process and your relationship to that team, it is also bound to raise issues about your own membership and actions in teams (past and present). We want you to take the time to reflect regularly on what is happening to you, either in the mentor role or in connection with other team experiences.
The Assignment
Several times throughout the course, we will ask you to reflect, in one page, on some current aspect of your experience as it relates to teams. For some of these reflections, we will suggest a topic, such as your experiences in your own 1st-year (FY) team last year or your midterm assessment of your experiences as mentor. At other times, we want you to select your own topic for reflection. This reflection could be about something that happened in your relationship with your first year team, or it could be about something that happened in a team of which you were or are a member. What is most important is that your reflections focus on your own introspections and personal learnings. These assignments are not intended to be another discussion of your FY learning team's development.
Length
Maximum one page, single-spaced, 12-point font, one-inch margins. As with the process observation papers, having this assignment be one page is not arbitrary. We want you to actively incorporate focused reflection about specific things that happen during the semester.
Due Date
Reflection papers are due periodically throughout the course, as indicated in the syllabus. Please e-mail a copy of your paper to the instructor.
